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5+ 1~4 15min

Game Rules

1  54 Character Tiles

2  10 Bonus Tiles

3  4 pickers

4  1 Color Dice

5  1 Number Dice

6  1 Expression Dice

In 〈Pick me up!〉, players use their pickers to pick up tiles the fastest. 
Every round, players roll the three dice and try to locate tiles that match 
their expression, color, and number. Everyone plays at the same time, 
picking up all the matching tiles and adding them to their winnings until no 
more matching tiles are visible. Once a round ends in which there are 5 
or more empty containers on the board, the game is over. The player who 
collected the most tiles wins!

<NUMBER DICE>

The Number dice tells you the number of 
characters which must be present on the tiles 
you need to pick up. For example, if the dice is 
showing the numbers 1 and 3 then you should 
pick up only the tiles with 1 or 3 characters.

<COLOR DICE>

The Color dice indicates the color of the 
characters you need to pick up. For example, if 
the two colors on the dice are green and yellow, 
it means you should only pick up the tiles 
showing either of those two colors.

<EXPRESSION DICE>

The Expression dice shows the facial expression of 

the characters to pick up. But, when the    symbol 
appears, you can pick up a character with any 
expression.

Shuffle the 64 tiles and place them somewhat evenly in the round 
container spaces.

IMPORTANT!
Move any Bonus tiles 

so that they aren’t 
sitting at the top of 

any stack.

Make sure each player has a picker and is ready to 
begin the game.Practice using the suction cups to 
pick up a tile or two. The pickers will make a squeaky 
noise as you play. Pick and squeak!
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Roll all three dice in the middle space of the board. 
All players begin the round together, playing at the same time.  

A. PICKING A MATCHING TILE:

1    Each player wants to be the first to pick up a tile that matches all 
the dice characteristics. After picking a tile, use your hand to pull it 
off and add it to your winnings pile. Then get back to picking!

2    It’s possible that there are multiple matching tiles on the board.  
The round ends once all these tiles have been picked up. 

3     Bonus Tile: The Bonus tiles can always be picked up,  regardless of 
the roll of the dice. As soon as you see one, be the quickest to pick it!

4    Once each round ends, all players should check to make 
sure they picked up the correctly matching tiles. If a player 
accidentally picked up the wrong tiles, they must return those 
tiles to any containers on the game board of their choice, 
and also put back an extra tile from their own stack for each 
incorrectly picked tile.Once complete, roll the dice  
again for a new round.

B. IF THERE ARE NO MATCHING TILES:

If after rolling the dice there are no matching tiles 
on the board, all players should as quickly as 
possible raise their hand high and squeeze their 
picker to make it squeak! The last player to make 
the squeaky sound must return one tile to any 
container on the board. After that, roll the dice 
again for a new round.

Once there are 5 empty container spaces showing on the board(    ), 
the game ends at the end of that round. Now all players compare their 

stacks. The player with the highest stack wins!

Only use one or two dice, instead of all three. This makes finding 
matches much easier. 
When playing with just one dice, use the Color dice or the Number dice.
When playing with two dice, use the Color and Number dice, or try out 
any other combination. 
Once players have gotten used to playing with two dice, add in the third 
dice for extra challenge and variety.

IMPORTANT!
The    symbol on 
the Expression dice 
means that it’s a wild 
– any expression can 
be picked up so long 

as the symbols on the 
other dice match. 

Example)   / Purple 
/ 3 – Pick up any tile 

that is purple and  
has 3 faces on it!

HOW TO PLAY

END OF THE GAME

ADJUSTING THE GAME FOR YOUNGER PLAYERS:

Squeak

Squ
eak

If the color or number 
dice show two or more 

colors or number,  
both types can be picked  

as long as the other 
values match. 

Example) Smile / Green, 
Yellow / 2 – Pick up any 

tile that has smile,  
is green or yellow and 

has 2 faces on it!

Victory!!

Squeak

  

 

 

  




